Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 17

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. a natural substance that is not from a plant or an animal
4. to make a birdlike sound
5. the remains of ancient life embedded in rock
8. student
12. a military officer ranking below a general and above a major
14. Two walls of a room meet at an ___.
15. toward the middle
16. The ___ on the jar gives a recipe.
17. Thread passes through its eye.
18. Ships can pass through it.
25. a spiritual being
26. a vehicle powered by human energy
27. item
28. opposite of unlawful
29. a difficult situation

Down
2. fake
3. easy to do or understand
6. conflict
7. having to do with the whole world
9. exactly the same
10. a crossword ___
11. to trip and nearly fall
13. The town newspaper reports mainly ____ news.
17. typical
19. a five-cent piece
20. not slanted
21. out of the ordinary
22. a machine that transports people
23. name
24. argue
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